Searching for a missing piece.
My correspondence with Alan Horvath. Some notes by Andrew Russ

Alan Horvath was a traditional letter writer, a holdout in the
emailing/texting/facebooking/twittering world of today. While most of my correspondence
lately has been through email, my interaction with Alan was entirely through the mail. It was
always a pleasure to get a letter, even if brief, as each piece came as a piece of art, in a carefully
selected colored and stamped envelope. Here are some examples (one of which I had removed
the postage stamp for my collection; Alan made sure to select interesting postage stamps):
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My correspondence with Alan began in earnest in the aftermath of levyfest at Cleveland State
University in 2005. I may have earlier sent a letter asking for a catalog after purchasing a couple
of the Kirpan Press volumes of early d.a. levy poetry at Mac’s Backs in Cleveland Heights or
perhaps Ingrid gave him my address. At levyfest I had picked up a copy of Booji Boy: My
Struggle, the little red book by Devo. For some reason I mentioned picking it up as well as
discussing the books he had published. Alan sent this reply:
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It was interesting to find out that one of the people associated with levy was involved in a project
involving the 1970s musical scene in northeast Ohio, which I had been a fan of for many years.
Besides Devo, there were Pere Ubu, Rocket from the Tombs, The Electric Eels, Mirrors, The
Styrenes, Peter Laughner, Tin Huey, and plenty more I’ve left out.
Alan did complete several more books of levy’s work over the next 4-5 years and I bought those
that focused primarily on his visual poetry. Here’s a letter that came with one of the
advertisement flyers he made for a book entitled Will Try To Communicate Later.
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The invitation to send something for a broadside was timely because I had a logical choice I had
recently created, “technical report in the manner of d.a. levy”, which was my attempt to do with
a laser printer a destroyed text in the spirit of those that levy did on his mimeograph machine.
The text being given this treatment was a technical report I had edited at work on finite element
modeling of concrete pavement. It was a report contracted by the Ohio Department of
Transportation, and the process of creating this piece involved printing about 20 pages of the
report onto the same sheet of paper, sometimes inverted, and selecting some pages with elements
with visual interest, such as graphs and headings, to include. The piece was originally created
for a mail art project curated by Jukka-Pekka Kervinen in Espoo, Finland in autumn 2005. The
theme was office art, and the idea was to take materials from/at work and make something with
them. I had sent the piece to Finland, but never heard whether the “work” was displayed or even
received. I had given out a few copies at levyfest as well, since I figured it would be of interest.
As it happened, levyfest was concurrent with the opening of the visual poetry exhibit “(hanging
minds :^)” at the Neopolis gallery about two blocks away, at which I was exhibiting and already
committed to attend.
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Anyway, I sent two pieces to Horvath, and he quickly agreed to use “technical report in the
manner of d.a. levy”. It appeared as #31 in the “Stories from ‘The Flats’” Broadside Series
under the name “Andrew Russ” rather than under the intended identity “endwar”. When he sent
me the 15 copies to sign, I signed them all “endwar” anyway. The work is reproduced on violet
paper, tipped into a stamped and printed card and sealed in a printed envelope. It’s a very nice
presentation. Alan’s letter also mentioned a second piece of mine, however:

Unfortunately I had not made a record of what I sent to Alan, though I had a good stack of
various pieces I could have included. Athens is Athens, Ohio, where I live, and where he had
some sort of connection, discussed in another letter that I can no longer locate. Anyway, I made
a few attempts to gather items that I might have sent Alan, and ended up copying maybe 50
pages of material (I don’t send originals, at least not initially, so I was sure I still had the piece in
question somewhere, I just had to find the right folder or pile of papers). Unfortunately none of
the packages I sent contained the missing work. Here is a typical response:
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In early 2009, my friend and fellow Mid-1970s Cleveland music obsessive Nick Blakey got a job
to work on liner notes for a CD collection of recordings by Peter Laughner that Smog Veil
records had started compiling. The project has actually grown from the original scope (a boxed
set of CDs) to a series of LPs, the first of which is to be The Ann Arbor Tapes, recorded in 1976
and to be released on LP/download sometime in 2011. My primary area of work in this area has
been researching mentions of Laughner and his bands in the Cleveland media, including the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, where Jane Scott frequently mentioned Peter’s projects in her
“Happenings” column, and the Cleveland Scene, where he got the occasional mention in the
Croc O’Bush column by David Thomas with Mark Kmetzko (and earlier Rick Nelson).
In a letter to Alan I mentioned that I was working on this project, and also offered to email some
more works in case one of those might have been that vaunted “missing piece”. I got this note in
reply:
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There’s the stark anecdote printed out and taped at the top, which I suspect was included with
other correspondence, which is the only indication of his state of health in these letters. I think
the reference to the Laserjet might have been in regards to “technical report in the manner of d.a.
levy”, but maybe not. I couldn’t locate that letter, either, but it might have been hand written. At
the bottom there’s Alan mentions copying some of Laughner’s music that he borrowed from
Peter’s mother.
In late March of 2010, I made a trip to the Buffalo Small Press Book Fair (It’s March 19 this
year (2011)) and followed by spending a week in Cleveland mostly visiting the library and
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looking up as much about Laughner as I could in the microfilms of Scene issues from the early to
mid 1970s. Here’s one item I found:

This was the weekly audiophile column in Scene, and apparently for this one week only it was
guest written by Alan Horwath. Despite the slight difference in spelling, I had to ask if this was
the same Alan I had been corresponding with. I also mentioned Athens Musician Attila
Horvath’s Bike Rock CD. Here’s the answer:
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Alan’s memory is pretty good about the press on Laughner – Jane Scott wrote features on both
Rocket From the Tombs (with Mirrors and the Electric Eels) and Pere Ubu, and there were
actually two obituaries, one with the other obituaries on Thursday and one the next day in the
Action Tab. We’re still looking for that issue of CLE magazine, though.
So if anybody out there locates (or remembers having been shown) that visual poem in Alan’s
effects let me know. He said he showed it to some people (which was why it ended up in the
wrong pile of stuff), but admittedly the chances are now slim to none anyone will recognize it.
I’d still like to know what it was, but some mysteries are destined to stay that way.
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